DECORATE YOUR LIFE LIKE AS YOURS
----------- Supriya Kumar Chakraborty
The age of universe is passing away rapidly. Now 1 year seems 1 month. Speed
of time feels when we think any occurrence memory in our family. Somebody
says that, age of universe will be limited to only 300 years.
Let’s think how we will make our lives long comfortable and entertain in this
short period. Mind this bellow mentioned 10 tips, it will help you in many ways.
1. Experiment to find out what makes you happyDo the work where you feel comfort. Each person feels in specific way.
Share your joy with other.
2. Surround yourself with other who are happyIf you are angry and dislike on surroundings, peoples and activities; try to
prevent it and see who is happy in this situation, then follow him.
3. Count your blessingsIf any evil is happened in your life, don’t focus it. But think that till now
what came in your life as blessing.
4. Think SolutionGo forward, how to reach to the last point of solution than thinking about
problem. “I can’t do it” don’t think so.
5. Connect with othersBe attentive to make relation to the man. Contact with them regularly who
loves you really, understands you and feel your sorrows.
6. Take time to savor lifePasses your daily time towards “Slowly but Surely” by avoiding to get,
enjoy, anything promptly.
7. Notice small thingsGive importance to small things in your surrounding when you feel well
and joyous. A small thing may give you an endless joy.
8. Treat yourselfPass a minimum time up half an hour daily in your activity, decision and
plan. Keep yourself on your sight having a Cadberry chocolate.
9. Follow your passionsDo work hard to achieve what you would like to eat, to wear, to use for
your joy, happiness, enjoy. Do not avoid thinking impossible.
10. Look at your achievements-

Think that till now what you have done avoiding what you can not do or
why you are failed. You have must be some achievements.
Repeat above mentioned 10 tips in 10 times, you will see that you are well from
any other 10 persons by 10 times.
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